I. RATEE IDENTIFICATION DATA {Read AFR 36-10 carefully before filling in any item)

y-ssN-

-1. NAME (Lut, Fir1t, MiUle Initial)

SCHMUCK, FRANCOIS C.L.

l'-

5. PERIOD Of REPORT

f

28 Jul 92
From:
Thru:
I. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND, LOCATION

17 Feb 93

ll.

r·

GRAOE

CAPT

NO. DAYS SUPERVISION

205

r·

DAFSC

10451

REASON FOR REPORT

53d Airlift Squadron (AMC), Norton AFB CA

l'·

CRO
PAS CODE

NVlLFPQX

If. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

One of two combat ready C-141 squadrons in the 63d Airlift Wing. It provides 20 fully qualified crews for 18
assigned aircraft employed in worldwide strategic airlift and has a total of 120 authorized personnel. Supports
the President, DOD and allied agencies with airlift as required for contingencies, regular channel, joint exercises,
aeromedical evacuation and humanitarian relief.
Ill. JOB DESCRIPTION L DUTY TITLE: C- 141 Aircraft Commander
2. KEY ouT1u. TAsKs. AND aESPDNs1a1m1u: Commands an aircrew providing worldwide strategic airlift capability. Directs the efforts of six to ten aircrew members to accomplish air refueling, aeromedical evacuation, combat airlift, and special assignment airlift. Directly responsible for all aspects of mission execution to include route and
fuel planning, aircraft pilotage, passenger handling, cargo loading, weather avoidance, and in-flight emergency
actions. Primary trainer of squadron copilots, includinfc all aspects of mission accomplishment and officership.
ADDITIONAL DUTY: Pilot Scheduler. Responsible or scheduling all assigned and attached pilots for local
training and worldwide operational missions. Ensures pilots meet training and currency requirements.
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

- Commanded a relief mission delivering 47,000 pounds of provisions in the aftermath of Hurricane Iniki.

-- Airlifted critical roofin~ repair supplies into Barking Sands MCAS, Kauai, to aid island residents.
- Operated RESTORE HO Emission into Mombasa, Kenya, transporting food supplies destined for Somalia.
- Supported CENTCOM operations by flying equipment into Kuwait as part of Operation DESERT CALM.
Safely recovered the aircraft and evacuated 30 passengers after detecting hazardous fumes in-flight.
- Developed point paper on fuel planning for aircraft restricted below 26,000 feet due to windshield cracks.
-- P roposal was adopted by the 63d Airlift Wing, ensuring crews planned enough fuel to reach destinations.
- After losing 2 of 3 hydraulic systems, his expert assistance ensured a safe recovery of the aircraft and crew.
Commanded two Strat~ic Intra.theater D~l~ments S'!.E.E,orti~ DOD interests throl.!,g_hout the Pacific.

-

-

V. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

DOES NOT
MEET STANDARDS

1. Job Knowledge
Has knowledge required to perform duties effectively.
Strives to improve that knowledge.

2. leadership Skills
Sets ind enforces standirds. Works well with others.
Fosters teamwork. Displays initiative. Self-confident.

3. Professional Qualities
Exhibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air Force standards. Accepts personal responsibility.
Is fair and objective.

4. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, a nd uses resources effectively.
Meets suspenses.

..
.
5. Judgment and Decisions
Makes timely and accurate decisions. Emphasizes logic in
decision making. Retains composure in stressful situations.
Recognizes opportunities. Requires minimal supervision.
...

...

.

MEETS
STANDARDS

D

~

D

~

D
D

~

cg]

"

~

6. Communication Skills
Listens. speaks, and writes effectively.
AF' FoYm 7078, AUG 88

(COMPUTER a:NERATED)

.
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D

~
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COMPANY GRADE OFFICER PERFORMANCE REPORt

VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

,. Ii

Captain Schmuck is an exceptional officer and an important asset to the squadron. His flying abilities earned
him our Squadron Pilot of the .Quarter Award during the third quarter of 1992. He is a highly motivated
officer who has flown some of our squadron's most demanding and high-visibility missions, including a USO ;
tasking to fly singer Smokey Robinson and entourage into Osan AB, Korea. His efforts were commended 1
by the USO entertainers and helped make the annual Holiday Cheer program a success. As my senior pilot
scheduler, he managed squadron mission taskings as well as pilot training and currency requirements. He
trained and supervised the upgrade of five new schedulers to replace manpower positions lost due to PCS and
base assignments. Captain Schmuck's ability to accept increased responsibility is demonstrated by his selection
as the 63 OSS Executive Officer. Continue to use this officer in positions of responsibility.
Performance feedback was accomplished consistent with the direction in AFR 36-10. {If not accomplished, state the rea.rnn.)

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DAVID K. ANDERSON, Capt, USAF
53d Airlift Squadron (AMC)
Norton AFB CA
VII. ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

CONCUR

NONCONCUR

A superb officer and pilot. A key participant in delivering relief supplies into the Hawaiian Islands after
Hurricane Iniki devastated Kauai, he provided much needed roofing material to island residents. As squadron
scheduler, he ensured all missions were manned and helped train new schedulers. He has don.e an excellent
job whether flying into Kuwait for DESERT CALM, airlifting USO actors into Korea, or handling aircraft
emergencies as an aircraft commander. Continue to challenge.
NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DUTY TITLE

JOHN H. CHRIST, Maj, USAF
53d Airlift Squadron (AMC)
Norton AFB CA

DATE

Operations Officer

D

VIII. REVIEWER

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

JOHN D. HOPPER, JR., Colonel, USAF
63d Airlift Wing (AMC)
Norton AFB CA

24 Feb 93

E

DUTY TITLE
SSN

Instructions
All: Recommendations must be based on performance and the potential based on that performance. Promotion recommendations are
prohibited. Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced education, previous or anticipated promotion
recommendations on AF Form 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities, marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.
Rater: Focus your evaluation in Section IV on what the officer did, how well he or she did it and how the officer contributed to mission
accomplishment. Write in concise "bullet" format. Your comments in Section VI may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.

-

Additional Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased and uninflated. If you disagree, you may ask
the rater to review his or her evaluation. You may not direct a change in the evaluation. If you still disagree with the rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or assignment.

-

· Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater's ratings and comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and unin- flated, mark the form "CONCUR" and sign the form. If you disagree with previous evaluators, you may ask them to review their evaluations. You may not direct them to change their appraisals. If you still disagree with the additional rater, mark "NON CONCUR" and explain in Section VIII. Do not use "NONCONCUR" simply to provide comments on the report.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
~
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I. RATEE IDENTIFICATION DATA (Read AFR 36-10 carefully before filling in any jtem)
1. NAM£(La1t, Fir.t, MiUle lniti11l)

SCHMUCK, FRANCOIS CHARLES
5. PERIOD OF REPORT

From:

l

28 Jul 91

Thru:
I. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND, LOCATION

L.

l~SSN~

t

27 Jul 92

13. GRADE

r

CAPT

NO. DAYS SUPERVISION

132

14.

DAFSC

1045L

REASON FOR REPORT

53d Airlift Squadron (AMC), Norton AFB CA

Annual

11. PAS CODE

NVlLFPQX

II. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

One of three combat-ready C141 squadrons in the 63 AW. It provides 22 fully qualified crews for 12 assigned
aircraft employed in worldwide strategic airlift and has a total of 155 authorized personnel. Supports the
President, DOD and allied agencies with airlift as required for contingencies, regular channel, joint exercises,
aeromedical evacuation and humanitarian relief.
·
Ill. JOB DESCRIPTION 1. DUTY TITLE: C141 Aircraft Commander
2. KEY DUTIES, TASKS, AND tESPONSlllLITIES:
Commands an aircrew providing worldwide strategic airlift capability. Directs the efforts of six to ten aircrew members to accomplish combat airland, air refueling, aeromedical evacuation, and special assignment airlift. Directly responsible for all aspects of mission execution to include route/fuel
planning, aircraft pilotage, passenger handling, cargo loading, weather avoidance, and in-flight emergency actions. Primary trainer of squadron copilots, including all aspects of mission accomplishment and officership.
ADDITIONAL DUTY: Pilot Scheduler. Responsible for scheduling all assigned and attached pilots for local
training and worldwide operational missions. Ensures all pilots meet training an.d currency requirements.
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

- Amassed over 400 hours while flying various worldwide airlift missions, includin~ both Presidential and
Vice-Presidential support, as well as relief for Kurdish refugees during PROVIDE OPE.
·
- Primary crewmember on an emergency air medical evacuation of 24 patients, includin~ a critically ill
premature infant, from Rhein-Main Air Base, Germany, to Andrews Air Force Base, Mary and.
- One of three squadron pilots to receive the Air Medal for his outstanding efforts during DESERT STORM.
- As a pilot scheduler, responded to rapidly changing mission taskinfs while continuing to ensure currency
for all 40 squadron assigned pilots. His schedulinf expertise filled al missions during low manning.
Developed and implemented a continuity book or all pilot schedulers, ensuring completion of all duties
even on the busiest days.

-

V. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

DOES NOT
MEET STANDARDS

MEETS
STANDARDS

1. Job Knowledge
Has knowledge required to perform duties effectively.
Strives to improve that knowledge .

D

[Z]

2. leadership Skills
Sets and enforces standards. Works well with others.
Fosters teamwork. Displays initiative. Self-confident.

D

[Z]

D
D

[Z]

3. Professional Qualities
Exhibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air" Force standards. Accepts personal responsibility.
Is fair and objective.

4. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources effectively.
Meets suspenses.

5. Judgment and Decisions
Makes timely and accurate decisions. Emphasizes logic in
decision making. Retains composure in stressful situations.
Recognizes opportunities. Requires minimal supervision.
6. Communication Skills
Listens, speaks, and writes effectively.
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.

VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Captain Schmuck is au excellent officer and pilot whose motivation and attention to detail set an example
for bis peers to match. On a Vice-Presidential support mission, a system maJfunction caused the total loss
of attitude references to the pilot's instruments. With the ceiling at 300 feet and visibility less than one
mile, Captain Schmuck took control of the aircraft and executed a :flawless approach and landing. His actions
prevented a divert to an alternate airfield ·and allowed the completion of a high-priority mission without delay.
Captain Schmuck's performance as a pilot scheduler is unmatched! For this reason, he was selected to develop
a method to standardize procedures and improve scheduler continuity. His ingenious solution was to combine
all aspects of scheduling into one book that now acts as a portable "desk". Captain Schmuck is ready for
increased responsibilities. Send to Squadron Officer School (SOS) at the earliest opportunity.
Performance feedback was accomplished consis~ent with the direction in AFR 36-10. (If not accompli.shed, .state the rea.son.)

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DUTY TITLE

DATE

Cl41 Aircraft Commander

JEFFREY H. HILL, Capt, USAF
53d Airlift Squadron {AMC)
Norton AFB CA

06 Aug 92

I.~

VII. ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

CONCUR

CONCUR

Captain Schmuck is proving to he one of my most versatile young officers.' As a motivated and dependable
crewmember, he contributed to an unprecedented 12 major operations in the last year. During a Presidential support mission, he resolved a catastrophic hydraulic system failure, resulting in the safe recovery of his crippled aircraft. The wing commander praised his professionalism when he escorted 60 local community members on
an aircraft tour. Squadron Officer School is a must.
NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

WILLIAM H. MILLS, Lt Col, USAF
53d Airlift Squadron {AMC)
Norton AFB CA

DUTY TITLE

ssN

VIII. REVIEWER

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DUTY TITLE

- _J..OHN D, HOPPER, JR., Colonel, USAF
- 63d Airlift Wing (AMC)
Norton AFB CA

Instructions
All: Recommendations must be based on performance and the potential based on that performance. Promotion recommendations are
prohibited. Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced education, previous or anticipated promotion
recomrn~n~ations on AF Form 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities, marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.

-

Rater: Focus your evaluation in Section IV on what the officer did, how well he or she did it and how the officer contributed to mission
accomplish-ment. Write in concise "bullet" format. Your comments in Section VI may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.
,: ; !- r

: .;. ;{ :..

.

.

•

-

-

- AdditiOfi,-.f Rater: Carefully r"eview the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased and uninflated. If you disagree, you may ask
the rater to review his or her evaluation. You may not direct a change in the evaluation. If you still disagree with the rater, mark "NON' '. CONCUR" :alld explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or assignment.
, ReviewC!i~~r~fully review the rater's and additional rater's ratings and comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and unin,:}lated, m,ar~ th~ form "CONCl)~" and sign the form. If yo~ disagree with previous evaluators, you may ask them to review their evalua'. 3J~n$. Y~11 ~y.i:1ot djr~ct the"'1 _to change their appraisalsi If you still disagree with the additional rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and
~;#pl~i.~ '., i1'~~~~!9n 'fl~l,-po fl?l u~e "NONC:ONCUR" simply provide comments on the report.

to

-

r.

1---------------'··'·.. ,_..
8. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND,

LOCATION
- 53d--Mil itary Airl Ht Squadron (MAC), Norton AfjL CA. .

II. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

One of four combat-ready C141B squadrons ·in the 63 MAl~. It p·rovides 22 fully qualified crews
for 11 assigned aircraft employed in worldwide strategic alft and has a total of 155 authorized personnel. Supports th_e President, DoD and allied agencies with alft as required for contin en,.ies re ular channel 'oint 0 x r is s
t:QIDJ di~a 0 v u ti n nd um it· ri n
111.JOBDESCRIPTION 1.ouTYTITLE:
Cl41 Transport Pilot
2.KEYDUTIES,TASKS,ANDREsPoNsisiLmEsResponsible to and assists the aircraft commander in all facets
of the collllland and control of a four to ten person crew and aircraft valued in excess of $55
million. Aids the aircraft commander in all aspects of mission execution including aircraft
pilotage, route and fuel planning, passenger handling, cargo loading, in-flight emergency
actions and overal 1 effi:ient management and safe conduct.
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

- Diverted from a Pacific theater mission to fly urgently needed relief supplies to Bangladesh,
thereby contributing to the humanitarian efforts after a devastating typhoon.
- Received HQ MAC Safety Achievement Award for his outstanding airmanship, maneuvering the
aircraft from a near midair collision.
- Selected to ma~e one of the first trips into Tel Aviv, Israel, delivering much needed
Patriot Missiles during Operation DESERT STORM.
- Extended crew duty day to return the Guamanian National Guards from Operation DESERT
SToqM for the welcome home celebration sponsored by the Governor of Guam.
- U raded to first ilot in s ite of wartime taskin s.
V. PERFORMANCE FACTORS
DOES NOT
MEETS
MEET STANDARDS
STANDARDS
1. Job Knowledge
·
Has knowledge required to perform duties effectively.
Strives to improve that knowledge.

D

2. Leadership Skills
Sets and enforces standards. Works well with others.
Fost~rs teamwork. Displays initiative. Self-confident.

D

3. Professional Qualities
Exhibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air Force standards. Accepts personal responsibility.
Is fair and objective.

D

4. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources effectively.
Meets suspenses. ·'

D

5. Judgment and ;Oecisions
Makes timely al)<:!. ~ccurate decisions. Emphasizes logic in
decision making, .Retains composure in stressful situations.
Recognizes opportunities. Requires minimal supervision.

D
D

6. Communi(ation Skills
Liste11s, ·speaks, ~nd writes effectively.

AF Form 7078, AUG 88
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VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Lt Schmuck is an ex:eptionally talented officer and highly skilled pilot. He possesses
excellent knowledge of the C141 and its associated systems and procedures. He logged over
450 hours during this period and flev1 everything from Operations DESERT SHIELD/STORM to support relief for the Kurds to relief missions into Bangladesh. In additio~, he participa~ed
in the squadron's Pacific Strategic Intratheater Deployment at Yokota. His selfless attitude
and commitment to excellence was apparent when he took a cre~1 duty day extension to fly a critically i 11 patient from Clark .1\FB Pl to Hickam AFB HI. Known as one of our most experienced
copilots, he was hand selected to fly three initial aircraft commander checkrides. He is
read.i_for increased res onsibilities as an aircraft commander.
Performance feedback was accomplished consistent with the direction in AFR 36·10. (If not ac_complished, state the reason.)

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DAVIDE. MAYNARD, Capt, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (M.l\C)
Norton AFB CA

DUTY TITLE

Cl41 Instructor

VJl • .ADDITIONAL RATER OVER~tl ASSESSM.E.NT

CONCUR

91

l8J

NONCONGUR

Lt Schmuck is a superb pl ot. He tlew over 20 support sorties in support ot Operation DESERT
SHIELD and logged 35 combat support hours for DESERT STORM. This included assisting in
avoiding a scud attack while flying over the skies of '.-<iyadh, Saudi Arabia. His selection to
receive the Ml\C Safety Achievement Av1ard is indicative of his abilities. His expeditious
u rade to first pilot demonstrates his professional abilities.
NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

ROBERT T. MCSPADDEN, Capt, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (Mfl.C)
Norton AFB CA

DATE

DUTY TITLE

25 Oct 91
Cl41 Instructor
1 - s - s N - - - - - - - . . . . - - - - - - - - - -........-------1

VIII. REVIEWER

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO. LOCATION

ROBERT F. NEAL, Col one 1 , USAF
63d Military Airlift Wing (Ml\C)
Norton AFB CA

Instructions
All: Recommendations must be based on performance and the potential based on that performance. Promotion recommendations are
prohibited. Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced education, previous or anticipated promotion
recommendations on AF Form 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities, marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.
Rater: Focus your evaluation in Se'.::tion IV on what the officer did, how well he or she did it and how the officer contributed to mission
accomplishment. Write in .cor,cise "bullet" format. Ycur comments in Section VI may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.
Additional Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased and uninflated. If you disagree, you may ask
the rater to review his or her t;JV:Jluatinn. You may not direct a change in the evaluation. If you still disagree. with the rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or assignment.
Rev!ewer: GarC'f:.iilv review the ra!e;'s and additioroa! rater"; ratings and comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and unin... FJ~ted, mark th:i form "CONCUR" ::ind sign thll form. !f '{'..ti di>;;gree with previous evaluators, you may ask them to review their evalua-~ ;,ti<lns. You may nc.t direct d1mr. ti'i chang1J th2i, ;;p1·rnisC1I-- 1-i vou still disagree with the additional rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and
(:( \~xpbin in Section \f!f!. Do not tJSIJ 'NONCONCUk" •;rrnp!y tc., provide comments on the report.
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f. RATEE.!n~ TlFICATIO!\! DATA (Read AFR 36~10 carefully before filling in any item)
(:(;;\:)
.

.

.

7. REASON FOR REPORT

5. PERIOD OF REPORT
·From:

29 :Jun ·90

Thru :

28 Dec 90

Semiannual

183

8. ORGANIZATl.ON, COMMAND, LOCATION
. .

-

: '-' "

·-

:

53d Militar Airlift S uadron (MAC)

9. PAS CODE

Norton AFB CA

NVO P X

It. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

One of four combat-ready C141B squadrons in the 63 MAW. It provides 22 fully qualified crews
for 11 assigned aircraft employed in world\~ide strategic alft and has a total of 170 authorized perso~nel. Supports the President, DoD and allied agencies with alft as required for contin encies re ular channel "oint exercises aeromedical evacuation and humanitarian reli f
Ill. JOB DESCRIPTION 1. DUTY TITLE:
Cl41 Transport pilot
2.KEYDunes,·TASKS,ANDREsP0Ns1e1LmEs:
Assists the aircraft commander in accomplishing worldwide
airlift missions. Pilots the aircraft and shares the responsibility for all aspects of
mission execution including: route and fuel planning, aircraft pilotage, passenger handling,
cargo handling, ·weather avoidance, and in-flight emergency actions. SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONAL
DUTY: Squadron Duty Officer . Coordinates squadron operational , resources with wing agencies;
ensures proper mission manning; serves as focal point for squadron critical action responses.
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

- Flew over 250 hours on training exercises and global strategic a1rlift missions in the
CONUS, the Pacific/Far East, Europe, Australia and Saudi Arabia.
· · ..: Ha.'s frequently volunteered to assume responsibilities of Squadron Duty Officer on holidays.
-- This contributed significantly to operations management of squadron airlift requirements.
- Supported Operation DESERT SHIELD, using his expertise in linguistics to break the language
barriers with the European controllers, as well as in the Mid-East.
- Received praise for a high-priority classified mission, from 22nd Vice Commander on down.
The mission moved sensitive cargo through West Berlin, Germany.
- Flew on a demandin and hi hl visible su art mission for the Thunderbirds.
V. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

DOES NOT
MEET STANDARDS

1. Job Knowledge .
Has knowledge required to perform duties effectively.
Strives to improve that knowledge.

D

2. Leadership Skills
Sets and enforces standards. Works well with others.
Fo~~rs teamwork. Displays initiative. Self-confident.

D

3. Professional Qualities
Exhibits loyalty, d,iscipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air Force standards. Accepts personal responsibility.
Is fair and objective.

D

4. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources effectively.
Meets suspenses.

D

5. Judgment and Decisions
Makes timely and accurate decisions. Emphasizes logic in
decision making. Retains composure in stressful situations.
Recognizes opportunities. Requires minimal supervision.

D

6. Communication Skills
Listens, speaks, and writes effectively.

D

AF Form 7078, AUG 88

MEETS
STANDARDS

COMPANY GRADE OFFICER PERFORMANCE REPORT

, VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

'Lt-Schmuck's progress during this period has been excellent. Instructors have commended his
superior flying skills and know.ledge of aircraft systems. Known as one of our most experienced
copilots, he was selected to fly a high-visibility mission in support of the Thunderbirds. He
helped lead our squadron in achieving our CFC contribution goal for the second year in a row,
collecting a higher percentage of our goal than any other flying squadron. Lt Schmuck is a
staunch supporter of squadron intramurals as evidenced by his participation on several teams.
He displayed a great attitude during the long days and nights flying DESERT SHIELD missions.
He is always ready to go and willing to accomplish any task presented to him. Without a doubt,
our best co ilot Lt Schmuck is read for increased res onsibilit --continue to challen e.
Performance feedback was accomplished consistent with the direction in AFR 36-10. (If not accomplished, state the reason.}

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DUTY TITLE

DAVID E. MAYNARD, Capt, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (MAC)
Norton AFB CA

SS

DATE

Aircraft Commander

VII. ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

CONCUR

18:)

29 A

'NONCONC

n

r

91

/

Lt Schmuck is a talented officer and a highly skilled pilot. Lt Schmuck receiv~high praise
from Brig Gen Graham E. Shirley, Vice Commander, Electronic Security Command, when despite
numerous problems, his highly classified cargo was delivered on-time to each destination. His
1 inguistic background allowed transiting the European sector. more quickly and in a direct .
manner. A true professional who has shown the ability for further leadership.
NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

JAMES S. CHESNUT, Capt, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (MAC)
Norton AFB CA

DUTY TITLE

Cl41 Aircraft Commander
NON CONCUR

VIII. REVIEWER

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

ROBERT F. NEAL, Colonel, USAF
63d Military Airlift Wing (MAC)
Norton AFB CA

DUTY TITLE

Commander

DATE

6 May 91

Instructions
All: Recommendations must be based on performance and the pc;tential based on that performance. Promotion recommendations are
prohibited. PP not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced education, previous or anticipated promotion
recommendati~ns on AF Form 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities, marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.
Rater: Focus your evaluation in Section IV on what the officer did, how well he or she did it and how the officer contributed to mission
accomplishment. Write in concise "bullet" format. Your comments in Section VI may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.
•
Additional Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased and uninflated. If you disagree, you may ask
the rater to review his or her evaluation. You may not direct a change in the evaluation. If you still disagree with the rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or assignment.

¢:

\.l:

Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater's ratings arid comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and unin·flated, mark tt,e form "CONCUR" and sign the form. If you disagree with previous evaluators, you may ask them to r'eview their evalua'\' it,.f"\s. You rn8Y not direct them to change their appraisals. If you still disagree .with the additional rater, mark "NON CONCUR" and
~r xplain in Section VIII. Do not use "NONCONCUR" simply to provide comments on the report.
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RA"TEE IDENTIFICATION DATA
1. NAME (last, First, Middle Initial)

(Re~d AFR 36-JO carefully before filling i11 any item)
2. SSN

3. GRAOE

4. DAFSC

lLT
7. REASON FOR REPORT

5. PERIOD OF REPORT

8. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND, LOCATION

5 rd

i it r

ir i

9. PAS CODE - ·

S u dr
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I · ,.~ • .:

11. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

One of four combat-ready C-141B squadrons in the 63 MAW. It provides 24 fully qualifiea-€: i.w1s
for 12 assigned aircraft employed in worldwide strategic al ft and has a total of 170 authorized
pers~nnel.
Supports the President, D?D and allied agencies with alft as r:qui:ed for.contin111. JOB DESCRIPTION 1. DUTY TITLE:
.
c141 Transport Pilot
2-KEYDUTIES,TASKS,ANDREsPoNsieiLmE5Assists the aircraft commander in accomplishing worldwide airlift missions. Pilots the aircraft and shares the responsibility for all aspects of mission
execution including: route and fuel planning, aircraft pilotage, passenger handling, cargo
handling, weather avoidance, and in-flight emergency actions.
SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONAL DUTY:
Squadron Duty Officer. Coordinates squadron operational resources with wing agencies; ensures
proper mission manning; serves as focal point for squadron critical action responses.
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

- Lt Schmuck has flown more than 150 hours on training, exercise, and worldwide operational
airlift missions to Europe, Southeast Asia and the United States.
- In a short amount of time, he quickly mastered Cl41 copilot duties, evidenced by his Q-1
checkrides. His knowledge of strategic Cl41 operations and global airlift is outstanding.
- He was selected to fly in support of the Corona Conference, transporting equipment, the
Presidential Honor Guard, and several VIPs to these high level meetings.
- Expertly handled two in-flight emergencies, including fumes in the cockpit and a landing
gear malfunction. Coordinated with ground age·ncies and flawlessly performed emergency proceV. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

DOES NOT

MEET STANDARDS
1. Job Knowledge
Has knowledge required to perform duties effectively.
Strives to improve that knowledge.

D

2. Leadership Skills
Sets and enforces standards. Works well with others.
Fost~rs teamwork. Displays initiative. Self-confident.

D

3. Professional Qualities
Exhibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air Force standards. Accepts personal responsibility.
Is fair and objective.

D

4. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources effectively.
Meets suspenses.

D

5. Judgment and Decisions
Makes timely and accurate decisions. · Emphasizes logic in
decision making. Retains composure in stressful situations.
Recognizes opportunities. Requires minimal supervision.

D

6. Communication Skills
Listens, speaks~ and writes effectively.

D
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STANDARDS
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VI. RATER O'\IERALL ASSESSMENT

Lt Schmuck's performance during his initial upgrade to C141 copilot an·d subsequent operational
missions has been excellent. He is consistently commended by aircraft commanders for his
excellent knowledge of aircraft systems and copi 1ot procedures . . In the past four months, he
has fl own over 150 hours on diversified missions, such as Thunderbird-support and a highly
classified European tasking. His fluency in the French and German languages helped immensely in
navigating throughout the European Theater. His hard work and dedication go beyond the flightline. As Squadron Duty Officer, Lt Schmuck runs the squadron mission control section, ensuring
smooth after hours operation of the squadron. He also actively participates in the wing intramur
i
r
·
·
Performance feedback was accomplished consistent with the direction in AFR 36-10. (If not accomplished, state the reason.)

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC. ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DUTY TITLE

DAVID E. MAYNARD, Capt, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (MAC}
Norton AFB CA

SSN

DATE

-141 Air

VII. ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

CONCUR

cg}

n

Lt Schmuck is a talented officer and a highly skilled pilot. His ability to qulekly grasp and
understand his duties, and the global airlift system make him a definite combat-ready asset. I ~
am impressed by his outstanding attitude and dedication to the mission. His character andl
ability make him a great choice for upgrade to airdrop and air refueling copilot. Continue to
challen e with increased res onsibilit

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

LANCE 0. CHRISTIAN, Maj, USAF
53d Military Airlift Squadron (MAC}
Norton AFB CA

ROBERT F. NEAL, Colonel, USAF
63d Military Airlift Wing (MAC)
Norton AFB CA

28 Jun 90

Cl41 Acft Cmdr-Chief Pilot
SS

D

VIII. REVIEWER

NAME, GRADE, BR OF SVC, ORGN, COMO, LOCATION

DATE

DUTY TITLE

DUTY TITLE

Commander

DATE

27 Jul 90

Instructions
All: Recommendations must be based on performance and the potential based on that performance. Promotion recommendations are
prohibited. Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced education, previous or anticipated promotion
recommendations on A_F Form 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities, marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.
Rater: Focus your evaluation in Section IV on what the officer did, how well he or she did it and how the officer contributed to mission
;~~~~~~ent. Write in ci>ncise "bullet" format. Your comments in Section VI may inclu.de recommendations for augmentation or

l~ional

Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased and uninflated. If you disagree, you may ask
the rater to review his or her evaluation. You may not direct a change in the evaluation. If you still disagree with the rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or assignment.

Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater's ratings and comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and uninflated, mark the form "CONCUR" and sign the form. If you disagree with previous evaluators, you may ask them to review their evaluations. You may not direct them to change their appraisals. If you still disagree with the additional rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and
explain in Section VIII. Do not use "NONCONCUR" simply to provide comments on the report.
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